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A haraterisation of the minimal triangulationsof permutation graphsDaniel MeisterInstitutt for Informatikk, Universitetet i Bergen, 5020 Bergen, Norway
Abstract A minimal triangulation of a graph is a chordal graph obtained from
adding an inclusion-minimal set of edges to the graph. For permutation graphs,
i.e., graphs that are both comparability and cocomparability graphs, it is known
that minimal triangulations are interval graphs. We (negatively) answer the question
whether every interval graph is a minimal triangulation of a permutation graph. We
give a non-trivial characterisation of the class of interval graphs that are minimal
triangulations of permutation graphs and obtain as a surprising result that only “a
few” interval graphs are minimal triangulations of permutation graphs.1 Introdution The study of minimal triangulations of arbitrary graphs and restritedgraph lasses has a long tradition. Given a graph, a triangulation is a hordal graph that isobtained by adding edges to the graph. Minimal triangulations are speial triangulations.Using a haraterisation of Rose, Tarjan, Lueker, we an say that a triangulation is alledminimal, if the deletion of eah single added edge yields a non-hordal graph [17℄. Mini-mal triangulations are losely onneted to the treewidth problem, sine the treewidth of agraph is the smallest lique number minus 1 among its minimal triangulations [16℄. ManyNP-hard problems beome tratable on graphs of bounded treewidth, so that omputingthe treewidth is of highly pratial interest, whih motivates the study of minimal triangu-lations. But also another researh branh motivates the study of minimal triangulations:results show that graphs and their minimal triangulations share strutural properties. Aneasy result is that every graph has a minimal triangulation with the same independent-setnumber. Another, stronger, result is that every minimal separator of a minimal triangu-lation is a minimal separator also of the base graph [12℄. In this ontext also �ts the fatthat minimal triangulations an be used to haraterise graphs and graph lasses.An early result shows that minimal triangulations of ographs are trivially perfetgraphs [3℄. Sine trivially perfet graphs are interval graphs, this also shows that treewidthand pathwidth are equal for ographs. On the other hand, ographs are exatly the P4-free graphs, and trivially perfet graphs are exatly the P4-free hordal graphs, from whihfollows that every minimal triangulation of a ograph is a ograph. This result was extendedby Parra and She�er to the following: for k � 5, a graph is Pk-free if and only if everyof its minimal triangulations is Pk-free [15℄. The ograph result was generalised also inanother diretion, in partiular to permutation graphs:Theorem 1 [2℄ Minimal triangulations of permutation graphs are interval graphs.Later, it was shown that this result even holds for oomparability graphs [11℄ and AT-freegraphs [14℄. By the following haraterisation, the lass of AT-free graphs is the largestlass of graphs ontaining only graphs whose minimal triangulations are interval graphs: agraph is AT-free if and only if it has only minimal triangulations that are interval graphs[14℄, [15℄. So, for some graph lasses, minimal triangulations reet strutural propertiesof the base graphs: minimal triangulations of Pk-free graphs for k � 5 are Pk-free, minimal
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Figure 1 Depited is a permutation graph G, and adding edge be gives aninterval graph that is a minimal triangulation of G. This interval graph is nota permutation graph.triangulations of oomparability graphs and AT-free graphs are oomparability graphsand AT-free graphs, respetively. In all these ases, the base graph lass ontains the lassof minimal triangulations.The ase of permutation graphs is di�erent. The lass of interval graphs is not on-tained in the lass of permutation graphs, and vie versa. A minimal triangulation of apermutation graph an be a graph that is not a permutation graph. An example is given inFigure 1: adding edge be gives a minimal triangulation, that is not a permutation graph. Onthe other hand, not every interval graph an be a minimal triangulation of a permutationgraph. Suh an example is depited in Figure 5. Thus, the lass of minimal triangula-tions of permutation graphs is a non-trivial sublass of the lass of interval graphs, and thequestion arises how this lass an be haraterised. In this paper, we exatly address thisproblem. We give a haraterisation of the lass of minimal triangulations of permutationgraphs, whih even results in a reognition algorithm. This algorithm assumes the inputgraph to be given by an interval model and deides then in time linear in the number ofverties, independent of the number of edges.The haraterisation of the minimal triangulations of permutation graphs is based onminimal separators and potential maximal liques. A potential maximal lique of a graphis a set of verties that is a maximal lique in a minimal triangulation of the graph [4℄. Wede�ne a graph over the set of potential maximal liques of a graph in Setion 3, whih we allthe onnetors graph, and show a onnetion to minimal triangulations. In Setions 4 and5, we investigate the struture of these graphs for hordal and permutation graphs. It turnsout that every graph with two isolated verties an be the onnetors graph of a hordal,even an interval graph and that onnetors graphs of permutation graphs have nie bipartitesubstrutures. In Setion 6, we give the �nal haraterisation of the minimal triangulationsof permutation graphs using onnetors graphs, establishing a onnetion between minimaltriangulations of permutation graphs and bipartite graphs. This result has two interestingimpliations. The one is that only a few interval graphs are minimal triangulations ofpermutation graphs. The other is the astounding observation that permutation graphsare oomparability and omparability graphs, and minimal triangulations of permutationgraphs are oomparability graphs with a omparability (bipartite) strutural property.2 Graph preliminaries, hordal graphs and minimal triangulations We onlyonsider simple �nite undireted graphs. A graph is a pair G = (V;E), where V denotesthe set of verties and E denotes the set of edges. Edges of G are 2-elementary subsets ofV , and they are denoted as uv where u and v are verties of G. In this ase, u and v arealled adjaent; otherwise, i.e., if uv is not an edge of G, u and v are non-adjaent. LetH = (W;F ) be a graph. We say that G is a subgraph of H, if V � W and E � F . If G isnot a proper subgraph of another subgraph of H on the vertex set of G, then G is alled



The minimal triangulations of permutation graphs 3an indued subgraph of H, denoted as G v H. For a set A of verties of G, G[A℄ denotesthe subgraph of G indued by A, i.e., G[A℄ = (A;X) for (A;X) an indued subgraph of G.Let k � 0, and let x0; : : : ; xk be verties of G. A u; v-path P of length k in G for u andv verties of G is a sequene (x0; : : : ; xk) of verties of G where the verties are mutuallydi�erent and xixi+1 is an edge of G for every i 2 f0; : : : ; k � 1g and u = x0 and v = xk. Ifonly onseutive path verties are adjaent in G, P is an indued path in G. A yle C oflength k is a sequene (x1; : : : ; xk) of mutually di�erent verties that is a path and wherex1xk is an edge of G. If no non-onseutive verties of C are adjaent in G, C is alled anindued yle.Let G = (V;E) be a graph. G is alled onneted, if for every pair u; v of verties ofG, there is a u; v-path in G. A onneted omponent of G is a onneted indued subgraphof G suh that it is not properly ontained in any other onneted indued subgraph of G.For a set S � V , GnS denotes the subgraph of G indued by V nS. Let a and b be vertiesof G. A set S of verties of G is an a; b-separator of G, if a and b are ontained in di�erentonneted omponents of G n S. If no proper subset of S is an a; b-separator of G, S is aminimal a; b-separator of G. A minimal separator of G is a minimal a; b-separator of G forsome verties a and b.The lass of hordal graphs has an interesting onnetion to minimal separators. Agraph is alled hordal, if it does not ontain an indued yle of length greater than 3.Chordal graphs are exatly the graphs whose minimal separators all are liques [7℄. Chordalgraphs an also be haraterised by a property of its maximal liques. Let G = (V;E) bea graph. A tree T is a lique-tree for G, if it has the following properties:
(vct) T has a vertex for every maximal lique of G
(ect) let C ′ and C ′′ be two maximal liques of G, and let P be the path in T betweenthe verties orresponding to C ′ and C ′′. Then, every lique orresponding to avertex on P ontains the verties in C ′ \ C ′′.Then, a graph is hordal if and only if it has a lique-tree [6℄, [8℄, [18℄. A hordal graphmay have more than one lique-tree. Clique-trees provide a nie haraterisation of minimalseparators of hordal graphs.Theorem 2 [1℄ Let G = (V;E) be a hordal graph, and let T be a lique-tree for G.Then, a set S of verties of G is a minimal separator of G if and only if there are maximalliques C ′ and C ′′ of G that are neighbours with respet to T suh that S = C ′ \ C ′′.Minimal triangulations of graphs are hordal graphs. Let G = (V;E) be a graph. Agraph H on the vertex set of G is a triangulation of G, if H is hordal and ontains Gas a subgraph. If no proper subgraph of H is a triangulation of G then H is a minimaltriangulation of G. An easy polynomial-time test for minimal triangulation is based onthe following result: Let G and H be two graphs on the same vertex set. Then, H is aminimal triangulation of G if and only if G is a subgraph of H, H is hordal and H�eis not hordal for every edge e of H not ontained in G [17℄. Minimal separators have aninteresting haraterisation.Theorem 3 [12℄ Let G = (V;E) be a graph. A set S of verties of G is a minimalseparator of G if and only if S is a minimal separator of a minimal triangulation of G.A sublass of hordal graphs is the lass of interval graphs. Interval graphs are de�nedas the intersetion graphs of families of losed intervals of the real line in the following sense:given a family of losed intervals of the real line, the obtained interval graph has a vertex



4for every interval, and two verties are adjaent if and only if the orresponding intervalshave a non-empty intersetion. Suh a family of intervals is also alled an interval modelfor an interval graph. Another haraterisation uses lique-trees: a graph is an intervalgraph if and only if it has a lique-tree that is a path, i.e., a lique-tree with at most twoleaves [9℄. The alignment of the maximal liques of an interval graph orresponding to alique-tree that is a path is alled onseutive lique arrangement.3 An invariant for minimal triangulations In some sense, it is well understood howminimal triangulations are related to the orresponding base graphs. Several haraterisa-tion results are known. But only a few is known about strutures of minimal triangulationsthat are \inherited" from the base graph. In this setion, we identify a strutural graphproperty that is inherited by its minimal triangulations. Let G = (V;E) be a graph. Aset C of verties of G is alled a potential maximal lique of G, if C is a maximal lique in aminimal triangulation of G. By de�nition, the potential maximal liques of a hordal graphare the maximal liques of the hordal graph. Potential maximal liques were introdued byBouhitt�e and Todina [4℄ and turned out useful in onnetion with minimal triangulationsproblems suh as treewidth and minimum �ll-in (examples an be found in [4℄, [5℄, [13℄).Potential maximal liques ontain minimal separators of the graph.De�nition 1 Let G = (V;E) be a graph. A potential maximal lique C of G is alled aonnetor if and only if there is a plug pair for C, whih is a pair [a; b℄ of verties in Csuh that there are two minimal separators S′ and S′′ of G ontained in C suh that a 2 S′and b 2 S′′ and there is no minimal separator of G ontained in C that ontains a and b.For a plug pair, we write [a; b℄ instead of (a; b) to emphasise that there is no inherentorder of the verties. For a given graph, not every pair of verties onstitutes a plug pair,as the following lemma shows.Lemma 4 Let G = (V;E) be a graph. Let [a; b℄ be a plug pair for a potential maximallique C of G. Then, a and b are adjaent in G.Proof: Let H be a minimal triangulation of G ontaining C as maximal lique. Let T bea lique-tree for H. Suppose there is a seond maximal lique C ′ of H ontaining a and b.Let C ′′ be the maximal lique of H on the path between C and C ′ in T that is a neighbourof C with respet to T . Due to Theorem 2, S =def C \C ′′ is a minimal separator of H, andfa; bg � S. So, there is a minimal separator of H ontained in C that ontains a and b. Dueto Theorem 3, S is a minimal separator also of G, whih ontradits the de�nition of a plugpair. Hene, there is exatly one maximal lique of H ontaining a and b. Furthermore,the ommon neighbours of a and b in H are ontained in C, i.e., NH(a)\NH(b) is a liquein H. It follows that H�ab is also a hordal graph, and if ab is not an edge of G, H�ab isa triangulation of G, ontraditing that H is a minimal triangulation of G. Thus, ab is anedge of G.It follows that the number of plug pairs of a graph is bounded above by the numberof its edges, i.e., polynomially bounded in the number of verties. The number of potentialmaximal liques of a graph an be exponential in the number of verties (see [4℄). So, thequestion arises whether a graph an have only a very few onnetors or whether a pair ofverties an be a plug pair for several onnetors. The question is answered by an example.Figure 2 depits a hordless yle on six verties. Every potential maximal lique of ahordless yle ontains three verties, and every pair of non-adjaent verties is a minimalseparator. Then, it is not hard to see that the vertex pair [a; b℄ is a plug pair in the two



The minimal triangulations of permutation graphs 5
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Figure 2 The hordless yle on six verties has a pair [a; b℄ of verties that isa plug pair for two potential maximal liques.potential maximal liques fa; b; g and fa; b; dg. For minimal triangulations, however, theproof of Lemma 4 shows that there is a orrespondene between the onnetors and theplug pairs.Based on onnetors and plug pairs, we are interested in the question how onnetorsare related to eah other. For expressing suh a relation, we de�ne the so-alled onnetorsgraph using plug pairs. Let G = (V;E) be a graph. The onnetors graph of G, denoted ason(G), is de�ned as follows:
(vc) on(G) ontains a vertex for every potential maximal lique of G
(ec) uv is an edge of on(G) if and only if the potential maximal liques Au and Avare onnetors and there are verties a; b;  suh that [a; b℄ and [b; ℄ are plug pairsfor Au and Av , respetively.The verties of a onnetors graph are assoiated with the orresponding potential maximalliques, whih an be onsidered as the names of the verties. We are interested in therelationship between the onnetors graphs of a graph and its minimal triangulations.Bouhitt�e and Todina showed a strong orrespondene between the minimal separa-tors of a graph and of its minimal triangulations [4℄. In fat, this result is an extention ofTheorem 3.Theorem 5 [4℄ Let G = (V;E) be a graph and let H be a minimal triangulation of G.Let C be a maximal lique of H. Then, a set S of verties is a minimal separator of Hontained in C if and only if S is a minimal separator of G ontained in C.Corollary 6 Let G = (V;E) be a graph, and let H be a minimal triangulation of G.Then, on(H) v on(G).Proof: Theorem 5 immediately implies the following: Let C be a maximal lique of H.By de�nition, C is a potential maximal lique of G. Let a and b be verties of G. Then,[a; b℄ is a plug pair for C in H if and only if [a; b℄ is a plug pair for C in G. Hene, amaximal lique C of H is a onnetor if and only if the potential maximal lique C of Gis a onnetor, and two onnetors of H orrespond to adjaent verties in on(H) if andonly if they orrespond to adjaent verties in on(G).4 Connetors graphs of hordal graphs Mainly, we are interested in the onstrutionand strutural properties of onnetors graphs of hordal graphs. First, we show that theonnetors graph of a hordal graph an be onstruted from a lique-tree. Here, it isimportant to verify that the neessary properties are invariant with respet to lique-trees.Lemma 7 Let G = (V;E) be a hordal graph. Let C be a maximal lique of G and let[a; b℄ be a pair of verties of G



6(1) If [a; b℄ is a plug pair for C then for every lique-tree T for G, there are two maximalliques C ′ and C ′′ of G suh that C ′ and C ′′ are neighbours of C with respet to Tand a 2 C \ C ′ and b 2 C \ C ′′ and no maximal lique of G exept for C ontains aand b.(2) Let T be a lique-tree for G. If there are two maximal liques C ′ and C ′′ of G suhthat C ′ and C ′′ are neighbours of C with respet to T and a 2 C \C ′ and b 2 C \C ′′and no maximal lique of G exept for C ontains a and b, then [a; b℄ is a plug pair forC.Proof: We prove the two statements separately. We begin with the �rst statement. Let[a; b℄ be a plug pair for C. By de�nition, there are minimal separators Sa and Sb of Gontained in C suh that a 2 Sa and b 2 Sb and there is no minimal separator of Gontained in C that ontains a and b. Let T be a lique-tree for G. Let C ′

a and C ′′

a bemaximal liques of G that are neighbours with respet to T suh that C ′

a \ C ′′

a = Sa; theyexist due to Theorem 2. Let Ca be the maximal lique of G on the path between C andC ′′

a with respet to T that is a neighbour of C with respet to T . Then, a 2 Ca by thede�nition of lique-trees. Similarly, there is a maximal lique Cb of G that is a neighbourof C with respet to T suh that b 2 Cb. In the proof of Lemma 4, it is already shown thatno maximal lique exept for C ontains a and b. Hene, we onlude this impliation.For the seond statement, let C ′ and C ′′ be maximal liques of G suh that C ′ andC ′′ are neighbours of C with respet to T and a 2 C \ C ′ and b 2 C \ C ′′ and there isno maximal lique of G exept for C ontaining a and b. Due to Theorem 2, C \ C ′ andC \C ′′ are minimal separators of G. If there is a minimal separator of G ontaining a andb, there must be a seond maximal lique of G ontaining a and b, whih does not exist byassumption. Hene, there is no minimal separator of G ontained in C that ontains a andb, so that [a; b℄ is a plug pair for C.A blank graph is a graph without edges.Theorem 8 Let G = (V;E) be a hordal graph. If G is P5-free, then the onnetorsgraph of G is a blank graph.Proof: We show the ontraposition of the statement. Let C1 and C2 be maximal liques ofG whose orresponding verties in the onnetors graph are adjaent. By de�nition, thereare verties a; b;  of G suh that [a; b℄ and [b; ℄ are plug pairs for C1 and C2, respetively.Let T be a lique-tree for G. Applying Lemma 7, there is a maximal lique C0 of G that isa neighbour of C1 with respet to T and not on the path between C1 and C2 with respetto T and ontaining a. Sine C0 is a maximal lique, there is a vertex u in C0 that is notontained in C1. Hene, (u; a; b; ) is a hordless path on four verties in G. Analogously,there is a vertex v in G suh that (u; a; b; ; v) is a hordless path on �ve verties in G.The onverse of Theorem 8 is not true. Consider the hordal graph on the sevenverties a; b; ; d; e; f; g and with the following maximal liques: ab, bd, bde, df , fg. Thepath (a; b; d; f; g) is hordless, but the onnetors graph is blank. However, when we deletevertex , the onnetors graph has an edge between bde and df . Note that bd ontains twominimal separators, that an be ordered by inlusion. Two graph lasses whose onnetorsgraphs are desribed ompletely by Theorem 8 are the lasses of split graphs and of triviallyperfet, or P4-free hordal, graphs. Both graph lasses ontain only P5-free graphs.To �nish this setion, we show that onnetors graphs of interval graphs an have anystruture. We prove this statement by giving a onrete onstrution. A vertex of a graph



The minimal triangulations of permutation graphs 7is alled isolated, if does not have any neighbour.Theorem 9 Let G = (V;E) be a graph with two isolated verties. Then, there is aninterval graph whose onnetors graph is (isomorphi to) G.Proof: For simpliity, we assume that G has the verties 0; 1; : : : ; n + 1, where 0 andn + 1 are isolated verties. Let G have m edges. We onstrut an interval graph H withn + 2 maximal liques and 2n + 2 + m verties as follows. Let a1; b1; a2; : : : ; bn and ′and ′′ be verties. For every i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, let Ci =def fa1; : : : ; ai; bi; : : : ; bng, and letC0 =def f′; a1; : : : ; ang and Cn+1 =def f′′; b1; : : : ; bng. Let H be the graph whose maximalliques are exatly the sets C0; : : : ; Cn+1. Note that hC0; C1; : : : ; Cn+1i is a onseutivelique arrangement for H, so that H is an interval graph. Furthermore, [ai; bi℄ is a plugpair for Ci, i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, so that Ci is a onnetor. C0 and Cn+1 are not onnetors. Notethat the onnetors graph of H is blank. To add edges to the onnetors graph, we addfurther verties to H, but no edges between already ontained verties. Hene, C1; : : : ; Cnwill remain onnetors in H. Let xy be an edge of G, x < y. Let uxy be a new vertex. Adduxy to the liques Cx; : : : ; Cy. Then, hC0; : : : ; Cn+1i is still a onseutive lique arrangementfor the new graph H, and [ax; uxy℄ and [uxy; by℄ are plug pairs for Cx and Cy, respetively.Hene, the onnetors graph of H ontains an edge between the verties orresponding toCx and Cy. After adding a vertex for every edge of G, the onnetors graph of the �nallyonstruted interval graph is G.We see that onnetors graphs of well-known hordal graph lasses have no speialproperty. This is an important property of onnetors graphs, sine they are made foranalysing minimal triangulations of non-hordal graphs. So, any strutural property ofthe onnetors graphs of a onsidered graph lass may yield a non-trivial result about thestruture of the minimal triangulations. To omplete Theorem 9, note that every hordalgraph that is not omplete has two maximal liques that are not onnetors.5 Connetors graphs of permutation graphs Let M be a �nite set of size n, andlet �1 and �2 be two orderings over M . The graph on M de�ned by �1 and �2 has a vertexfor every element of M , and two verties of M are adjaent if and only if the orrespondingelements are ordered di�erently by �1 and �2. Considering �1 and �2 as binary relations,the edge set of the de�ned graph orresponds to the omplement of the intersetion, �1\�2.Graphs de�ned in this way are alled permutation graphs, and we denote the graph de�nedby the pair (�1; �2) as G(�1; �2). With a permutation graph, we assoiate a so-alledpermutation diagram, whih is de�ned as follows: on two horizontal lines, mark points foreah vertex and label the points with the names of the verties in order de�ned by �1 forthe upper line and �2 for the lower line. Connet the two points with the same label by aline segment. It is an easy property that two verties of the permutation graph are adjaentif and only if the orresponding line segments of the permutation diagram interset. Forfurther information on permutation graphs and diagrams, we refer to the book by Golumbi[10℄. To give a sketh of this setion, we will haraterise the onnetors of a permutationgraph, identify a strutural property of adjaent onnetors in the onnetors graph andombine these results to the main theorem about onnetors graphs of permutation graphs.Our results are best understood using permutation diagrams as representation models forpermutation graphs.For studying potential maximal liques of permutation graphs, minimal separationlines are the best means. Let G = G(�1; �2) be a permutation graph on n verties. A



8separation line s of G is a pair (a; e) where a; e 2 f1
2 ; 11

2 ; : : : ; n1
2g. Separation lines forpermutation graphs were introdued by Bodlaender, Kloks, Kratsh [2℄ (under the namesanlines). Let s1 = (a1; e1) and s2 = (a2; e2) be two separation lines of G. If a1 � a2and e1 � e2, we also write s1 � s2; if s1 � s2 and s1 6= s2, we write s1 < s2. Let�1 = hx1; : : : ; xni and �2 = hxπ(1); : : : ; xπ(n)i for some permutation � over f1; : : : ; ng.Separation line (a; e) rosses vertex xi, if either i < a or �−1(i) < e. The set of vertiesrossed by s is denoted as int(s). If i < a and xi is not rossed by s, then xi is to the left ofs; if i > a and xi is not rossed by s, then xi is to the right of s. For s1 and s2 and vertex x,if s1 < s2 and x is to the left of s2 and to the right of s1, we say that x is between s1 ands2. If fxi : i 2 fa � 1

2 ; a1
2 ; �(e � 1

2 ); �(e1
2)gg \ int(s) = ;, s is alled a minimal separationline of G. Note that the �rst set may ontain between one and four verties. If s1 and s2are minimal separation lines of G and s1 < s2 and there is no minimal separation line t ofG suh that s1 < t < s2, then s2 is alled a suessor of s1.Theorem 10 [13℄ Let G = G(�1; �2) be a permutation graph. Let C be a set of vertiesof G. Then, C is a potential maximal lique of G if and only if there is a pair of minimalseparation lines of G, s1 and s2, suh that s2 is a suessor of s1 and C is equal to theunion of int(s1)[ int(s2) and the set of verties between s1 and s2. Separation lines s1 ands2 are unique for C.Minimal separators of permutation graphs have a representation that is similar to theone for potential maximal liques.Theorem 11 [13℄ Let G = G(�1; �2) be a permutation graph on n verties. A set S ofverties of G is a minimal separator of G if and only if there is a minimal separation line sof G where (1

2 ; 1
2) < s < (n1

2 ; n1
2) suh that S = int(s).Using the two haraterisations of potential maximal liques and of minimal separators,we an haraterise the onnetors and plug pairs of permutation graphs. For the rest ofthis setion, every potential maximal lique of a permutation graph is assoiated with apair of minimal separation lines that de�ne the potential maximal lique in the sense ofTheorem 10. Let G = G(�1; �2) be a permutation graph. Let s1 and s2 be minimalseparation lines of G where s2 is a suessor of s1. Then, we de�ne L(s1; s2) =def int(s1) nint(s2) and R(s1; s2) =def int(s2) n int(s1).Lemma 12 Let G = G(�1; �2) be a permutation graph. Let C be a potential maximallique of G de�ned by the pair (s1; s2) of minimal separation lines of G where s2 is asuessor of s1. Then, [a; b℄ is a plug pair for C if and only if a 2 L(s1; s2) and b 2 R(s1; s2)or b 2 L(s1; s2) and a 2 R(s1; s2).Proof: Let G have n verties. By de�nition of C, int(s1) and int(s2) are ontained in C.First, let a 2 L(s1; s2) and b 2 R(s1; s2). In partiular, a 2 int(s1) and b 2 int(s2), andint(s1) and int(s2) are non-empty. So, (1

2 ; 1
2) < s1 < s2 < (n1

2 ; n1
2). Then, int(s1) andint(s2) are minimal separators of G due to Theorem 11. Observe that C does not ontainanother minimal separator: there is no minimal separation line s suh that s1 < s < s2 bythe hoie of s2, and every minimal separation line di�erent from s1 and s2 that rosses avertex rosses a vertex that is not ontained in C. Hene, there is no minimal separator ofG ontained in C that ontains a and b, so that [a; b℄ is a plug pair for C aording to thede�nition.For the onverse, let [a; b℄ be a plug pair for C, and let S1 and S2 be the minimalseparators of G ontained in C that ontain a and b, respetively. Sine S1 and S2 mustbe di�erent minimal separators and sine C ontains at most two minimal separators, we
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a b

ba

Figure 3 The �gure shows the two possible situations for the verties of a plugpair [a; b℄ in a onnetor of a permutation graph. The vertial lines representthe two minimal separation lines de�ning the onnetor. The left hand �gureillustrates the ase when verties a and b meet at the top whereas a and b meetat the bottom in the right hand �gure.an assume S1 = int(s1) and S2 = int(s2). Hene, a 2 L(s1; s2) and b 2 R(s1; s2).Using Lemma 12, the onnetors graph of a permutation graph an be generated easily.The same lemma and the de�nition of permutation diagrams justify the following de�nition.De�nition 2 Let G = G(�1; �2) be a permutation graph. Let C be a potential maximallique of G de�ned by the pair (s1; s2) of minimal separation lines of G where s2 is asuessor of s1. Let C be a onnetor, and let [a; b℄ be a plug pair for C where we assumea 2 L(s1; s2) and b 2 R(s1; s2). We say that a and b meet at the top if and only ifb �σ1
a. Otherwise, we say that a and b meet at the bottom.From Lemma 4, we know that the verties of a plug pair are adjaent. Taking intoaount this fat, the de�nition of \meeting at the top/bottom" has a lear geometrirepresentation. It is illustrated in Figure 3. We show now that \meeting at the top/bottom"is a property of the onnetor, not only of a single plug pair.Lemma 13 Let G = G(�1; �2) be a permutation graph. Let C be a onnetor of G.Then, there is a plug pair [a; b℄ for C suh that a and b meet at the top if and only if forevery plug pair [; d℄ for C,  and d meet at the top.Proof: Let C be de�ned by the pair (s1; s2) of minimal separation lines of G where s2 isa suessor of s1. Aording to Lemma 12, every pair [; d℄ of verties where  2 L(s1; s2)and d 2 R(s1; s2) is a plug pair for C. It follows from Lemma 4 that  and d are adjaentin G for every  2 L(s1; s2) and d 2 R(s1; s2). Now, let [a; b℄ be a plug pair for C suh thata and b meet at the top. Without loss of generality, a 2 L(s1; s2) and b 2 R(s1; s2). Then,a and d for every d 2 R(s1; s2) meet at the top; similarly,  and b for every  2 L(s1; s2)meet at the top. If there is a pair [; d℄,  2 L(s1; s2) and d 2 R(s1; s2), suh that  and dmeet at the bottom, it follows that b �σ1

 �σ1
d �σ1

a, whih means that  and d annotbe adjaent. This, however, is a ontradition.Lemma 13 motivates the following de�nition for onnetors.De�nition 3 Let G = G(�1; �2) be a permutation graph. Let C be a onnetor of G. Wesay that C is oriented to the top if and only if there is a plug pair [a; b℄ for C suh thata and b meet at the top. Otherwise, we say that C is oriented to the bottom.Let G = G(�1; �2) be a permutation graph. For two onnetors A and B of G, wewrite A k B, if both A and B are oriented to the top or to the bottom; otherwise, we writeA ? B. Remember that the de�nition of a onnetor and Lemma 13 imply that a onnetorof a permutation graph is oriented either to the top or to the bottom. The following lemmapresents the ruial property from whih we will derive our main result in this setion. Let
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

A BFigure 4 Depited is a permutation diagram of a permutation graph on eightverties. The dotted and the thik line segments represent the minimal sepa-ration lines.A and B be potential maximal liques of G de�ned by pairs (s1; s2) and (t1; t2) of minimalseparation lines of G, respetively. Let s2 and t2 be suessors of s1 and t1, respetively.We say that A and B are parallel, if s1 < s2 � t1 < t2 or t1 < t2 � s1 < s2.Lemma 14 Let G = G(�1; �2) be a permutation graph. Let A and B be parallel on-netors of G. Let [a; b℄ be a plug pair for A and let [b; ℄ be a plug pair for B. Then,A ? B.Proof: Let A and B be de�ned by the pairs (s1; s2) and (t1; t2) of minimal separation linesof G, respetively, where s2 and t2 are suessors of s1 and t1, respetively. Without loss ofgenerality, we assume s2 � t1. Then, b 2 R(s1; s2)\L(t1; t2). Let A be oriented to the top.Then, a and b meet at the top (in A) due to Lemma 13, i.e., b �σ1
a. Sine  2 R(t1; t2),b �σ1

, and b and  meet at the bottom, i.e., B is oriented to the bottom. Similarly, if Ais oriented to the bottom, B is oriented to the top.It would be nie, if the prerequisite of parallel onnetors in Lemma 14 was not ne-essary. But a simple example shows that the statement does not hold for non-parallelonnetors in general. Consider the permutation graph G represented by the permutationdiagram in Figure 4. The two pairs of strong lines (minimal separation lines) de�ne twopotential maximal liques A and B of G. Obviously, A and B are not parallel. Both A andB are onnetors: A has plug pair [3; 6℄ and B has plug pair [3; 4℄. And both onnetorsare oriented to the top.Now, we an prove our main result. It is an extension of the result of Lemma 14.Theorem 15 Let G = G(�1; �2) be a permutation graph. Let S be a set of verties ofthe onnetors graph on(G) of G that orrespond to pairwise parallel potential maximalliques. Then, S indues a bipartite subgraph of on(G).Proof: Let A1; : : : ; Ak be the potential maximal liques of G orresponding to the ver-ties in S. Let S = fx1; : : : ; xkg, where xi orresponds to Ai, i 2 f1; : : : ; kg. Due toTheorem 10, there is a unique pair (s′i; s′′i ) of minimal separation lines of G suh that s′′i isa suessor of s′i and (s′i; s′′i ) represents Ai in the sense of Theorem 10, i 2 f1; : : : ; kg.Sine A1; : : : ; Ak are pairwise parallel, we an assume without loss of generality thats′1 < s′′1 � s′2 < � � � < s′′k. Now, assume that S does not indue a bipartite subgraphof on(G). Then, there is a yle C = (xi1 ; : : : ; xil
) of odd length in G. Due to Lemma 14,Ai1 ? Ai2 ; Ai2 ? Ai3 ; : : : ; Ail−1

? Ail
; Ail

? Ai1 . Remember that it is important to requirethe potential maximal liques to be mutually parallel. Sine l � 1 is an even number, weobtain Ai1 k Ail
, from whih follows the ontradition Ai1 ? Ai1 . Hene, C annot exist,and S indues a bipartite subgraph of on(G).Note that Theorem 15 does not make a statement about the struture of the whole
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a

w xFigure 5 The depited graphH is an interval graph and minimal triangulationof the graphs H, H�aw, H�ax, H�aw; ax. None of the four graphs is apermutation graph, whih an be veri�ed easily, sine a hordless path on sixverties has an almost unique representation in the permutation diagram.onnetors graph.6 Charaterising minimal triangulations of permutation graphs In this setion,we present our main result. We will give the �rst non-trivial haraterisation of the lass ofthose hordal graphs that are minimal triangulations of permutation graphs. It is knownthat minimal triangulations of permutation graphs are interval graphs (Theorem 1). How-ever, it is not known whether every interval graph an be a minimal triangulation of apermutation graph. And this question must be answered negatively. Figure 5 depits aninterval graph H (easy to see: a path on six verties and a vertex adjaent with four onse-utive path verties). This interval graph is a minimal triangulation of H itself and the threesubgraphs H�aw, H�ax and H�aw; ax, and none of these four graphs is a permutationgraph.Our haraterisation proof onsists of two parts: ombining all the results of the pre-vious setions, we an exlude a large number of interval graphs from the lass of minimaltriangulations of permutation graphs, and for showing that the remaining interval graphsare minimal triangulations of permutation graphs, we onstrut a witness (a permutationgraph). The proof also relies on the following theorem, that haraterises the set of minimaltriangulations of a single permutation graph.Theorem 16 [13℄ Let G = G(�1; �2) be a permutation graph, and let H be a hordalgraph on the vertex set of G. Then, H is a minimal triangulation of G if and only if theset of maximal liques of G is a maximal set of pairwise parallel potential maximal liquesof G.Theorem 16 does not diretly say that minimal triangulations of permutation graphsare interval graphs. This, however, is an immediate orollary from the haraterisationof the potential maximal liques of a permutation graph applying Theorem 10 and thede�nition of parallel potential maximal liques.Theorem 17 Let H = (V;E) be an interval graph. Then, H is a minimal triangulationof a permutation graph if and only if on(H) is bipartite.Proof: Let H be a minimal triangulation of a permutation graph G. Let C be the set ofmaximal liques of H. Due to Theorem 16, C is a set of pairwise parallel potential maximalliques of G. Due to Theorem 15, the set of verties of on(G) orresponding to the sets in Cindues a bipartite subgraph of on(G), whih is equal to on(H) aording to Corollary 6.Hene, on(H) is bipartite.For showing the onverse, we onstrut a permutation graph G and show that ithas H as a minimal triangulation. So, let on(H) be bipartite. Then, there exists a 2-olouring f for on(H), using the olours yellow and blue. Let A = hA1; : : : ; Aki be a



12onseutive lique arrangement for H, and let f(Ai) be the olour of the vertex in on(H)Ai orresponds to. A maximal lique of H an have the following kinds of verties (weassume A0 =def Ak+1 =def ;):
(K1) verties in Ai n (Ai−1 [Ai+1); these verties are alled inner verties of Ai

(K2) verties in (Ai−1 \Ai) nAi+1; these verties are alled left end verties of Ai

(K3) verties in (Ai \Ai+1) nAi−1; these verties are alled right end verties of Ai.It is lear that (K1), (K2) and (K3) de�ne pairwise disjoint sets of verties. Furthermore,verties in Ai−1 \Ai+1 do not belong to any of these vertex sets. However, every vertex ofH is either inner vertex or left end vertex of a maximal lique of H. Note that by Lemma 7,a maximal lique of H is a onnetor if and only if it has left end and right end verties.The de�nition of G is done by giving an appropriate permutation diagram. The twode�ning vertex orderings an immediately be read from the permutation diagram. Thepermutation diagram is de�ned in several steps. The desription of eah step is aompaniedby an illustrating �gure (see Figure 6). These illustrations depit the situation duringthe generation of a permutation diagram after eah step of the algorithm: we generate apermutation graph with the interval graph represented by the interval model in Figure 6(a)as a minimal triangulation. The algorithm �rst de�nes a rough struture and then re�nesit. We begin with the two horizontal lines for the permutation diagram and de�ne kretangles between the two lines. Every retangle orresponds to a maximal lique ofH, ordered aording to A. Colour every retangle with the olour of the orrespondingmaximal lique with respet to f . Assign orientations to those retangles that orrespondto onnetors: yellow means `oriented to the top', blue means `oriented to the bottom'(Figure 6(b)). This step was a preparing step. Now, add the line segments, that representthe verties of the permutation graph, to the permutation diagram:� an inner vertex is ontained only in the box orresponding to its maximal lique� the line segment of a left end vertex has its left end in the orresponding box� the line segment of a right end vertex has its right end in the orresponding box.If possible, orient the line segments aording to the orientations of the boxes. The result ofthis step is illustrated in Figure 6(c). Note that this step heavily relies on the fat that theonnetors graph ofH is bipartite, so that the line segment of every vertex that is end vertexin two onnetors an have its two endpoints on the two horizontal lines without violatingthe orientation rule (for example, verties d and  in Figure 6(c)). Now, every line segmentwhose orresponding vertex is end vertex in at least one onnetor is properly oriented. Forthe remaining line segments (the line segments of verties b; e; f in the example), we hoosean arbitrary orientation. A possible result for our example is given in Figure 6(d). Thelast step arranges the line segment endpoints in eah retangle suh that they are orderedfrom left to right obeying the following rule on eah horizontal line: left end verties, innerverties, right end verties. Additionally, line segments of inner verties pairwise interset.The result is presented in Figure 6(e). This de�nes a permutation graph G. The �nalpermutation diagram for our example is depited in Figure 6(f).It remains to show that H is indeed a minimal triangulation of G. Applying Theo-rem 16, it suÆes to show that every retangle de�nes a potential maximal lique of G.First observe that the ommon border of two retangles de�nes a minimal separation line(thin lines in Figure 6(f)): every retangle orresponds to a maximal lique of H, and everymaximal lique ontains an inner vertex or left and right end verties. Seond, there is



The minimal triangulations of permutation graphs 13no minimal separation line that is properly ontained in a retangle: a minimal separationline s lies between two non-adjaent verties, i.e., non-interseting line segments in thepermutation diagram. Two non-adjaent verties of G that are ontained in one retangleare either both left end or both right end verties or one vertex is left or right end vertexand the other is unlassi�ed. In all these ases, s intersets with the border of a retan-gle. Hene, the borders of the retangles de�ne a maximal set of pairwise non-intersetingminimal separation lines and therefore, every retangle de�nes a potential maximal liqueof G in the sense of Theorem 10. This shows that H is a minimal triangulation of G.The haraterisation of minimal triangulations of permutation graphs of Theorem 17an be used to design a fast reognition algorithm for this lass of interval graphs. Fur-thermore, we an use the algorithm of the proof of the haraterisation to onstrut apermutation graph witnessing that an input interval graph is indeed a minimal triangula-tion of a permutation graph. Our algorithms require the input graph to be given by aninterval model. Then, the algorithms take time only proportional in the number of verties.We all suh a running time vertex-linear.Corollary 18 There is a vertex-linear-time algorithm deiding the following question:given an interval graph H represented by an interval model, is H a minimal triangulationof a permutation graph. In the positive ase, the algorithm outputs a permutation graph Grepresented by a permutation diagram and a set of pairwise non-interseting minimal sep-aration lines proving that H is a minimal triangulation of G.Proof: Let I be the given interval model for H. To deide whether H is a minimaltriangulation of a permutation graph, it suÆes to generate the onnetors graph of Hand deide whether it is bipartite (Theorem 17). Using the de�nitions of the proof ofTheorem 17 and the result of Lemma 7, a maximal lique C of H is a onnetor if and onlyif it has a left end and a right end vertex with respet to any onseutive lique arrangementof H. Let A = hA1; : : : ; Aki be a onseutive lique arrangement for H. Remember that
A orresponds to a lique-tree that is a path, and note that it an be obtained diretlyfrom I. It is lear that it is not always possible to determine all maximal liques of aninterval graph in vertex-linear time. However, for every vertex x of H, the smallest andlargest numbers i, denoted as L(x) and R(x), suh that x 2 Ai an be determined in totalvertex-linear time. Then, a maximal lique is a onnetor if and only if it ontains twoverties a and b suh that L(a) < R(a) = L(b) < R(b). Note that [a; b℄ then is a plug pairfor the maximal lique. The onnetors graph of H an be generated as follows:(1) determine the number of maximal liques of H and generate a vertex for every maximallique(2) two verties u and v are adjaent where u and v orrespond to the maximal liques Aiand Aj , respetively, i < j, if and only if Ai and Aj are onnetors and there is avertex w suh that L(w) = i and R(w) = j.Having omputed the numbers L(x) and R(x) for every vertex x, the onnetors of H anbe determined by sweeping through the vertex list. This takes vertex-linear time. Then,the edges of on(H) are listed again by a sweep through the vertex list. Thus, in vertex-linear time, on(H) is generated. Note that the number of verties and edges of on(H)is bounded by the number of verties of H. Then, in vertex-linear time, it an be deidedwhether on(H) is bipartite, and if so, a 2-olouring an be omputed. Cheking everystep of the proof of Theorem 17, it is lear that a permutation graph G represented by apermutation diagram an be generated in vertex-linear time. It also shows how to de�ne
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Figure 6 Illustrating the steps of an algorithm for generating a permutationgraph having a given interval graph with bipartite onnetors graph as minimaltriangulation. The algorithm is developed in the proof of Theorem 17.



The minimal triangulations of permutation graphs 15the set of minimal separation lines. So, we onlude the proof.7 Final remarks We gave a haraterisation of the minimal triangulations of permu-tation graphs. This haraterisation is based on onnetors graphs, that were introduedhere, and shows a onnetion between interval graphs that are minimal triangulations ofpermutation graphs and bipartite graphs. This result also implies a statement about thenumber of interval graphs that are minimal triangulations of permutation graphs. Eventhough there is not muh known about onnetors graphs of interval graphs, it seemsquite natural to assume that interval graphs are equally distributed among the onnetorsgraphs. And if we aept that the lass of bipartite graphs is only a small, neverthelessimportant, graph lass, we an onlude that only \a few" interval graphs an be minimaltriangulations of permutation graphs.Finding a haraterisation of the lass of minimal triangulations of permutation graphswas a non-trivial and interesting task, sine the lass of permutation graphs does not ontainthe lass of minimal triangulations of permutation graphs. Other graph lasses with thisproperty are the lass of P6-free graphs [15℄ and the lass of gem-free graphs. The gem is aminimal triangulation of the C5. The most natural suh graph lass, however, is the lassof omparability graphs. The question is whether our tehniques an be applied to theseor similar graph lasses to obtain results about the lasses of their minimal triangulations.One step ould be to identify strutural properties that are preserved during the �llingproess.
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